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Next TC meetings

The next Technology Council meeting should take place on November 7-8-9 by IRC.

Action ALE: setup a doodle for the date.

The following meeting will be a face-to-face meeting during the OW2Con on 24 November 2011 afternoon (time to be confirmed), at Issy-les-Moulineaux (Paris, Orange Labs facilities).

Review of action items

CHA GitHub: CHA has asked GitHub and there is no problem for OW2 to mirror its projects on GitHub. See below for the follow-up (Infrastructure section).

GSA Utility project voting: done.

GSA Specification project proposal submitted to TC.

ALE/GSA Adaptation of the OMM evaluation sheet started. Needs to be continued.

CES has opened a JIRA for the CVS/SSH problem.

Infrastructure

GitHub

GitHub mirroring: GitHub is OK with OW2 projects to be mirrored on GitHub. The
number of repositories is not an issue. We will have to ask permission for each OW2 project to be mirrored.

However, there may be an issue with the number of repositories for each project (typically one repo for each submodule), with a risk of an exploding number of repositories.

Note that our gitorious.ow2.org installation should be a mirror of the GitHub OW2 space.

**Action ALE:** ask project leaders to identify whether they would be interested in Git mirroring

**Action CHA:** once we have a list of all OW2 projects interested in GitHub mirroring, contact Github to ask them for mirroring for all OW2 projects

### SVN SSH issue

CES and FGA reported about the situation.

Currently, SVN over SSH requires complicated configuration steps which put off many developers (need to upload a key), svnsync is not working, and SVN over SSH seems to create “broken” releases with Maven 3.0.3.

Regarding svnsync, “propchanges” should be enabled in the OW2 svn server.

JCA said that SVN over HTTPS is currently possible, but that he needs to find a way to manage the permissions correctly (link with LDAP).

### SSL

JCA is setting up Jira over SSL (see [http://jira.ow2.org/browse/SERVICEDESK-25](http://jira.ow2.org/browse/SERVICEDESK-25)).

The issue of hiding passwords (e.g. mailing lists) was raised.

**Action JCA:** look at https for sympa

### Gitorious

CHA said he would ask Petals projects to move to Gitorious.

Note that Gitorious cannot be configured to share the Forge LDAP at the moment (this is under discussion and development within the Gitorious project).

### Sonar

Sonar is now available at [http://sonar.ow2.org](http://sonar.ow2.org) thanks to JCA.

It is connected to the Forge LDAP.

It includes plugins: Jira link, code support (xml, web, groovy, flex, javascript, php)

### Nexus

The nexus migration has started, but very few projects have started the migration.
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**Action ALE/GSA:** Send reminder to project leaders, publish news on the Forge and ow2.org website about that, announce a final date.

**Project wiki migration**

The pilot tests for project wiki migration have shown that the following steps should be followed:

1. the project creates its skin on the new wiki
2. JCA migrates the project webpages to the new wiki
3. after step 2, the imported skin from the migration is removed, and the new pages can benefit from the skin defined in step 1.

**Website**

OW2 URL renaming has been performed by Olivier Lizounat from the Management Office.

The idea was to replace http://www.ow2.org/ThisSpace/ThisPage with http://www.ow2.org/This_Space/This_Page to allow a better indexing by search engines.

This move should be completely transparent to the OW2 website users, since redirection exists. It only affects those who have editing rights, and who should be using the new page.

**Projects**

**Proposals**

OW2 Specification project idea proposed by GSA. Little feedback yet. Petals ESB could be interested to join for JBI.

Two other projects proposed, under discussion (Sequencer, Andino SOA Framework).

**Accepted - Mentors**

We still need mentors for Kalimucho and snmp4cloud, which are newly accepted projects.

**SQuAT update**

**FOSSology**

All mature projects (plus WebLab, Talend, Nuxeo) have been processed with FOSSology.

Due to a problem, the FOSSology repository is currently unavailable, and the FOSSology team is currently working on restoring the system.
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Next steps include finding ways to run FOSSology automatically from project new releases.

**Antelink**

Antelink has run Antepedia Reporter for all OW2 mature projects. This includes the source code only, and not the libraries yet.

The results, available as csv and html files will be shared asap by the Management Office.

Next steps include another scan including the imported libraries used by the projects.

CES noted that Sonatype insight is doing more, as it's telling you if there are security updates. This is possible because they have the hook on Nexus, which check what's you're resolving.

**Action ALE:** ask Antelink about this feature

**OMM**

Following the pilot with EasyBeans done by GSA and ALE in July, we will soon in parallel:

1. ask all mature OW2 projects to self-evaluate using the template provided by Qualipso, and with possible help from Management Office
2. refine the formula to calculate the ranking for OMM

OMM is a project quality assessment tool, which provides overall indications about the maturity of a project regarding different issues (documentation, management of the code, management of the team, etc etc).

It seems that there is some flexibility, but we still need to understand better. However, the self-evaluation is interesting for the project since it forces them to ask themselves questions (all this may seem trivial for industrial development practices, but some of them are new for people not used to an industrial development process).

**Sonar**

We should soon run tests using the profile git://gitorious.org/ow2-sonar-profile/ow2-sonar-profile.git developed by Patrice Truong.

3 volunteer pilot projects : DocDoku, JOnAS (or EasyBeans) and Contrail

**Trustie Software Resource Repository**

Otherwise, for SQuAT, we are also starting deploying Trustie Software Resource Repository on the OW2 infrastructure, which will provide some reputation management facilities.

---
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Intellectual property

ALE reminded everyone that the Management Office [http://www.ow2.org/About/Management_Office](http://www.ow2.org/About/Management_Office) can help for such discussions as the one that has started to take place on [http://www.ow2.org/view/Technology_Council/Intellectual_Property](http://www.ow2.org/view/Technology_Council/Intellectual_Property) and the Board has the final decision for such issues.

Events

Notification for OW2Con presentations will be sent by Catherine Nuel next week.